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$1. INTRODUCTION 
BRIESKORN and Van de Ven [3] have constructed many complex structures on S’ x Z2”-l 
(n > 2), where I: is a homotopy sphere bounding a parallelizable manifold. The purpose 
of this note is to “distinguish ” them by certain numerical invariant which is defined by 
topological methods. By “distinguish “, we mean the following. 
Let M be a 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold and let r(M) be the tangent bundle 
of it. We say that an almost complex structure is given on A4 if there is given a smooth 
complex vector bundle structure on r(M). Two almost complex structures on M are said 
to be homotopic if they can be connected by a one parameter family of smooth complex 
vector bundle structures on t(M) (see Definition 2.1). 
Our main work is then to classify Brieskorn-Van de Ven complex structures on S’ 
x E2n-1 up to homotopy. By using it, we shall study the problem; how many complex struc- 
tures can be given on S’ x Z2”- ’ up to (global) deformation? For this, we shall introduce 
an almost complex analogue of the concept of deformation (see Definition 5.1). As a result, 
we shall show that there are infinitely many complex structures on S’ x X4”-l up to almost 
complex deformation, if n > 1. This seems very interesting, because a theorem of Kodaira 
([7]) says that there is just one complex structure on S’ x S3 up to almost complex deform- 
ation, namely the Hopf surfaces. We shall also give a complete classification of complex 
structures on S’ x X4”-’ up to almost complex deformation. 
As another result, we shall show that every almost complex structure on R2” - 0 or 
S’ x S’“-’ is homotopic to a complex structure if n is odd. 
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Prof. M. Kato for several dis- 
cussions. 
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Let M be a Zn-dimensional differentiable manifold and assume that we have two 
almost complex structures on M, say rco(M) and r,‘(M), where Q’(M) (E = 0, 1) are com- 
plex vector bundle structures on the real tangent bundle r(M). 
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Definition 2.1. Two almost complex structures ~c’( ,211) and ~cr( ,M) are said to be homo- 
topic if the following condition holds. Let T 6 1 be the exterior tensor product of r and the 
trivial line-bundle over the interval I. Then there is given a (smooth) complex vector bundle 
structure on r @ 1, say (7 & I), , such that (5 @ l), / M x {E} = rcE (E = 0, 1). Two complex 
structures on Mare said to be homotopic if so are the underlying almost complex structures. 
Now let M be a &-dimensional manifold and assume that A4 can be given at least one 
almost complex structure. Let A(M) be the set of homotopy classes of almost complex 
structures on M. Let 
t: A4 - BSO(2n) 
be the classifying map for the tangent bundle of M. Then as is well known, there is a bi- 
jection between the set A(M) and the set of homotopy classes of the liftings of the map t 
to BU(n); 
A0 - l BU(n) 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
n;-L 
I 
BSO(2n). 
In particular, if M is parallelizable, we have 
A(M) r [M, S0(2n)/U(n)J. 
Since R2” - 0 and S’ x S’“- ’ are parallelizable, we have 
A(EP” - 0) Z 7r,,_,(S0(2n)/U(n)) 
and 
A(S’ x P-i) g II 2”-1(S0(2n)lQn)) 0 77,,(S0(2~)lW7)). 
But we have 
LEMMA 2.2 (cf. Massey [8]). 
/ 
‘E + 212 nsO(mod4) 
B/(n - l)! n E 1 (mod 4) 
~z,-1WW)lWQ) Z H n = 2 (mod 4) 
n z 3 (mod 4). 
A calculation using classical results in homotopy theory of Lie group implies 
LEMMA 2.3. 
n E 0 (mod 4) 
n s 1 (mod 4) 
n E 2 (mod 4) 
n z 3 (mod 4). 
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Let us consider the bijection 
A( R2” - 0) z n2.-r(S0(2n)/U(n)) 
more precisely. Let 
d : x,,(BSO(2n)) - 7Q,-,(S0(2n)/U(n)) 
be the boundary homomorphism associated with the following fibration 
S0(2n)/U(n) - BU(n) - BSO(2n). 
Then C? is an epimorphism and given as follows. Let l be an element of n,,(BSO(ti)), 
namely a 2n-dimensional real vector bundle over the sphere S2”. Let X[t] and, if n is even 
(n = 2m), P,,,[r] be the integers obtained by evaluating the Euler class X(r) and the Pontrja- 
gin class P,,,(r) on the fundamental class, respectively. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
P,[r] mod 2) n = 0 (mod 4) 
a(5) = - i.mI + 
(n - l)! 
- NO 2 n = 1 (mod 4) 
I 4m1 + VmKl n = 2 (mod 4) +m-I n E 3 (mod 4) 
where a(t) = 0 or 1 according as t is stably trivial or not. 
Geometrically, this invariant d can be calculated as follows. Suppose we are given an 
almost complex structure on R2” -0. Thus there is given a complex vector bundle structure 
on r(R’” - 0), say 7&R’” - 0). Now consider the restriction of this bundle to the unit 
sphere S”‘-r c 58’” - 0. It is a complex n-dimensional vector bundle over S2”-l. But since 
x2,_r(BU(n)) = 0, it is a trivial bundle. Therefore we can choose a complex framing 
f: 7c 1 P-l r P-l x c. 
This framing induces, by gluing operation, a real k-dimensional vector bundle c over 
D2”/9”- 1 = S2”, where D2” is the unit disc in R’“. Then it is easy to show that k?(r) does 
not depend on the choice of the framing f and moreover it depends only on the homotopy 
class of the almost complex structure. Thus we have established the bijection 
/ 
iJ @ U2 n = 0 (mod 4) 
Z/(n - l)! n z 1 (mod 4) 
A(R2” - 0) z H n E 2 (mod 4) 
n = 3 (mod 4) 
explicitly. 
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53.SOME COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON R'"--0 
Let II = (ao, . . . , an) be an (n + I)-tuple of positive integers and let V’(a) be the affine 
variety in C”+ 1 defined by the equation 
&;i = t (f E C). 
Let E’(a) be the intersection of V’(a) and the unit sphere S”‘+’ c C”“. We write 
V(a) and C(u) for V’(a) and Z’(u) respectively. Now assume that Z(u) is diffeomorphic 
to the standard sphere S’“-r by a diffeomorphism 
h : S2n-1 s C(u) 
h(x) = (ho(x), . . . , ua, XES2”-‘. 
Then V(u) - 0 is diffeomorphic to R2” - 0 by the map 
t5: R2” - 0 E V(u) - 0, 
h(x) = 
( 
exp w ho 
a0 ( 1 
h , . . . , exp log(x( h, (fi)) . 
48 
This gives a complex structure %‘(a) on R2” - 0. We would like to calculate the d invariant 
of this complex structure. 
According to Brieskorn [2], V’(u) has the homotopy type of a bouquet of the sphere 
S” if t # 0 and the middle Betti number ,~(a) of V’(u) is given by 
Moreover Brieskorn has given a formula for the signature of Y’(u), which we will write 
sign (a). 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The d invariant of the complex structure %?(a) on R2” - 0 is given by 
-$- sign (4 - h44. 0 n = 0 (mod 4) 
m 
n 3 1 (mod 4) 
- -& sign (a) - % cl(a) n 3 2 (mod 4) 
fP(U)m n s 3 (mod 4) 
where n = 2m if n is even and 
S = 22m(22m-’ - l)& 
m (2m) ! 
, B,: mth Bernoulli number. 
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Remark 3.2. When t? is even, the first factor of the d invariant above is closely related 
to another invariant 4, which the author has defined for certain isolated singularities in 
complex analytic spaces ([9]). In fact 
4 = L(l - 23 
where /?,,, = ( - I)m2S,. 
Proof. According to Hirzebruch and Mayer [5]. if we choose E > 0 small enough, then 
there is a diffeomorphism 
such that 
We put 
F: U X’(a) z Szn-’ x [0, E] 
r E [O El 
F(E’(a)) = S2”-’ x {t}, t E [0, E]. 
F(a) = V’(a) n D’“+ ’ and 
X(a) = V(a) n D2n+2 
where D”‘+’ is the unit disc in C”+i. By the assumption, we can give a differentiable struc- 
ture on X(a) which is compatible with the original one on X(a) - 0. (This is diffeomorphic 
to the standard disc D2”). 
Now we construct two closed differentiable manifolds &a) and i?(a) by 
P(a) = F(a) IJ D2” 
XC(O) 2 s”- ’ 
f2(4 = X(4 tJ D2” 
T(0) P 9” - ’ 
where diffeomorphisms C”(a) z S2”-’ and Z(a) z S2”-’ are the restrictions of F. If we 
choose the diffeomorphism F carefully, then we can assume that i?(a) is diffeomorphic to 
the standard sphere S2” and E(a) is a closed almost parallelizable manifold. 
Since the complex tangent bundle of F(a) is trivial. we can choose a complex framing 
f: r&F(a)) E F(a) x C”. 
By restriction, this gives rise to a framing 
fl SZn-’ : s(F(a)) 1 S2n-’ z S’“-l x R’“. 
This induces, by gluing operation, a real 2n-dimensional vector bundle q on D2”/S2”-’ = 
S’“, such that 
c*(q) Z r(P(a)) 
where c: p(a) - P(a)/F(a) is the natural collapsing map. Since the complex tangent 
bundle of V(a) - 0 is also trivial, we can choose a framing 
g:5c(V(a)-O)Z(V(a)-O) X @“. 
By restriction. we have 
g\P-’ : 7(8(a))) S2n-1 Z S’“-’ X R2”. 
TOP Vol. 14 No. I-B 
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This induces another real 2n-dimensional vector bundle q on D2”/S2”-’ z S’“. But by the 
construction of the manifolds E?(a) and a(u), we can choose the framing g so that the 
framings f / S2”- ’ and g / S2”- ’ are homotopic. Therefore we can assume 
Now since g(a) is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere, 
4 2 s(S2”) - 5, 
where < is the vector bundle over X(a)/C(a) = S2” obtained 
we have 
Now by the results in 92, we have 
Thus we have to calculate the Euler 
First the Euler number. Since q 
c*(q) Z r(f(a)) implies 
tf z s(S2”) - 5. 
d(a) = S(C). 
we have 
by the framing g. Therefore 
number and the Pontrjagin number of 5. 
z s(S’“) - 5, we have 
xr51 = 2 - Xhl. 
where e stands for the Euler number. Clearly we have 
e(F(u)) = 2 + (- l)“,~(a). 
Therefore we have 
X[5] = (-I)“+’ /l(U). 
Next we assume that n is even (II = 2m) and compute the 
is stably trivial, we have 
P,,,[Cl = -P,,lrl]. 
Since F(u) is almost parallelizable and c*(q) z r(l(u)), 
(141) implies 
the signature theorem of Hirzebruch 
Pontrjagin number. Since r(S2”) 
P,,[qJ = f sign(F(u)) 
,,I 
= -$ sign(a). 
1)1 
Therefore we have 
P,,,[<] = - f sign(u). 
,,I 
By Proposition 2.4 and the results above. to prove our proposition. we have only to 
check the following. 
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(i) If n = 0 (mod 4), then 
1 
- P,[{] 3 0 
(n - l)! 
(mod 2). 
(ii) If n = 1 (mod 4), then the vector bundle < is stably trivial. 
First we consider (i). Since C(a) is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S2”-r, by 
Kervaire and Milnor [6], we have 
sign(a) E 0 (mod 22m-‘(22m-1 - l)B,,,j,,,a,/m) 
wherej,,, is the order of im J and a, = 1 or 2 according as m is even or odd. Therefore we have 
1 
- pm151 =./in %I s (n - I)! 
for some S E Z. But by Adams [l] and the solution of the Adams conjecture, we have 
j, = denom (B,/4m). 
In particular 
j, z 0 (mod 4). 
Therefore 
1 
- PJt;] E 0 
(n - l)! 
(mod 2) 
as required. Finally (ii) follows from the argument of Kervaire and Milnor in [7] and the 
result of Adams ([1]) that the J-homomorphism J: Q~+~(SO) - J&+2 is mono- 
morphic. (Q.E.D.) 
$4. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we state and prove the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z2”-’ (n > 2) be a homotopy sphere which bounds a parallelizable 
manifold. 
(i) If 11 is eren, then there are injinitely many complex structures on S’ x X2”-‘, up to 
horllotop}~. 
(ii) If /I E 1 (mod 4). then there pre exact/y (n - l)! complex structures on S’ x Z2”-l 
up to homotopy. 
(iii) If/r z 3 (mod 4), then there are exactly (n - 1)!/2 complex structures on S’ x X2n-1 
up to honlotop_v. 
Proof. We prove this theorem only for the case where Z is a standard sphere, because 
the proof for non-standard spheres is essentially the same. 
First we prove part (ii) and (iii). Suppose that we are given two almost complex struc- 
tures %, and %:2 on R2” - 0 (17: odd). Assume that G9:, is homotopic to a complex structure 
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and a(%‘,) + a(%‘,) = 1. Then %Zz is also homotopic to a complex structure. This follows 
from the following observation. Let 
f:&F”-0 - R2” - 0 
by an orientation preserving diffeomorphism given by 
f(x) = ( -exp( -log/x]) 5, 
Ix/ 
exp(-loglxl)?, . . ..exp(-loglx/)s 
I xl I XI 1 
, 
where 1x1 = ,/x12 + . . . + xi”, x = (xl, . . ., x2,,) E R”‘. Let %? be an almost complex 
structure on R2” - 0 and letf *(%‘) be the one induced from GC byf. Then we have 
d(%) + a(f*(%)) = 1. 
(Observe that R’” - 0 has two ends.) 
Now consider the variety V(2, . . . , ?!, d) with d = f I (mod 8). According to [2], 
Z(2, . . . ) 2, d) is a standard sphere. Therefore this induces a complex structure %‘(d) on 
R2” - 0. By Proposition 3.1, we have 
d@‘(d)) = +(d - 1). 
Therefore if we vary the value d, 8(%‘(d)) can take any natural number which is congruent 
to 0 or 3 mod 4. Since (n - I)! or (n - 1)!/2 is congruent to 0 mod 4 (n > 3). we conclude 
that we can choose d so that 3(%‘(d)) or 1 - 8(%(d)) is any number mod (n - l)! or (n - I)!/2 
according as n z 1 or 3 (mod 4) respectively. Now by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have 
A( R2” - 0) = A(.!? x S2”- ‘) z 
i 
H/(n - I)! n E 1 (mod 4) 
H (n-l)! 
I 2 
n = 3 (mod 4). 
Then the theorem follows from the Brieskown and Van de Ven construction of a complex 
structure on S’ x S2”-l whose universal cover is V(2, . . . , 2, d) - 0 ([3]). 
Next we prove part (i). By Proposition 3.1 and the above argument, we have only to 
show the following. 
There are infinitely many (n + I)-tuples a = (a,, . . , a,) such that 
(a) C(u) g S2n-‘. 
(b) The values ( - 1)” l/4$, sign(u) - 4 p(u) are different (n = 2m). 
II-1 
We consider the variety V(D, 3, 6k + 1). According to [5], 
sign(2, . . . , 2. 3, 6k + 1) = (- l)m8k. 
Therefore 
d(2,. . . , 2, 3, 6k + 1) = 
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To satisfy the condition (a), it is sufficient if 
sign(2. . , 2, 3, 6k + 1) = 22m-1(22m-’ - I)B,j,,,a,,,S/m 
for some S E Z. Thus if S,,, # I /3, then we can choose infinitely many k so that the conditions 
(a) and (b) are satisfied. If S” = l/3, we use the variety 
V(2, . . . , 2, 5, 10k + 1). 
A calculation due to [5] shows 
d(2, . . . , 2,5, lOk+ l)= $20 k. 
( ) m 
This proves the theorem. (Q.E.D.) 
Remark 4.2. We have really proved that any almost complex structure on S’ x S2”-l 
is homotopic to a complex structure if n is odd. We do not know whether this holds for n 
even or not (except the case S’ x S3, on which there are infinitely many almost complex 
structures up to homotopy which are not homotopic to complex structures). However we 
have given a sufficient condition for an almost complex structure to be homotopic to a 
complex one. 
$5. DEFORMATION OF ALMOST COMPLEX MANIFOLDS 
Let M and N be two almost complex manifolds. We say that M and N are almost 
complex diffeomorphic if there is a diffeomorphismf: M - N such that the differ- 
ential df: T(M) - r(N) is a C-linear isomorphism. 
We make the following definition. 
Definition 5. I. Two almost complex manifolds M and N are said to be almost complex 
deformation each other if the following condition holds. Let M be the underlying differen- 
tiable manifold of M. Then there is an almost complex structure on M which is homotopic 
to M and almost complex diffeomorphic to N. 
It is easy to see that (global) deformation implies almost complex deformation. Clearly, 
homotopy implies almost complex deformation, but the converse is not true in general. 
Now let us consider the problem to classify complex structures on S’ x C2”-r up to 
almost complex deformation. We have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X2”-’ (n > 1) be a homotopy sphere which bounds a parallelizable 
mantfold. 
(i) If n is even, then there are infinitely many complex structures on S’ x ZZn-l up to 
almost complex deformation. 
(ii) If n = 1 (mod 4), then there are exactly (n - 1)!/2 complex structures on S’ x X2”-l 
up to almost complex deformation. 
(iii) Zfn = 3 (mod 4). then there are exactly one or (n - I)!/4 complex structures on 
S’ x X2”-’ up to almost complex deformation according as n = 3 or n # 3 respectively. 
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This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and an easy calculation 
action of Diff(S’ x X2”-’ ) (group of orientation preserving dlffeomorphisms of .S’ x 
on A(M). 
of the 
x2,,- 1 
1 
Remark 5.3. It would be interesting to know whether homotopy implies deformation 
or not. For example any two complex structures on S’ x S5 are homotopic by Theorem 
4.1. But we have many complex structures on it induced from the variety 
zo2 + 212 + z22 + Zjd = 0, d=l (mod?) 
by the Brieskorn and Van de Ven construction. 
Of course one can imagine that the answer to the above question is negative in general. 
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